Reliable tissue capture
The Multigate Cadence® Specimen Retrieval Device delivers safe, reliable tissue capture.

FEATURES
One-hand deployment.
Our Cadence® Specimen Retrieval Device is designed for optimal manoeuvrability and one-handed control to ensure a precise deployment.

An intuitive design supports a fast, simple detachment and is complimented by an exceptionally strong bag and retrieval cord to deliver confident, secure tissue retrieval.

✔ Deployment precision
✔ Secure retrieval
✔ Highly manoeuvrable
✔ One-handed deployment
✔ Exceptional bag strength
✔ Strong retrieval cord
✔ Fast, simple detachment

Intuitive tab design: Makes for quick and easy detachment and a secure retrieval process.

One-handed deployment: Ergonomic design ensures one-handed deployment even for small hands.

Strong bag: Exceptionally strong and elastic TPU bag provides optimal protection against tearing and bursting.

Shorter prongs: Enhances manoeuvrability.

For more information or to book a trial, contact your Multigate Business Development Manager:
(02) 8718 2888 or visit multigate.com.au/cadence
**SPECIMEN RETRIEVAL**

**EXCEPTIONALLY STRONG TPU BAG**

**EASY ONE-HANDED DEPLOYMENT**
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**Cadence® Specimen Retrieval Device**

Category: Laparoscopic Devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RE-ORDER</th>
<th>SHAFT DIAMETER</th>
<th>W/L</th>
<th>BAG VOLUME</th>
<th>QUANTITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-005L</td>
<td>Ø10mm</td>
<td>29cm</td>
<td>200ml</td>
<td>1 piece / box, 10 boxes / carton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For larger bag sizes, please contact your Business Development Manager.
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**Shaped by you**

Working with surgeons to address concerns over bag strength and safe tissue capture, we designed a Specimen Retrieval Device that ensures simple, precise bag deployment and reliable, controlled retrieval of tissue.

Discover how your feedback, suggestions and involvement in the design and review process help to shape improvements to our products and solutions offered, so you can perform at your best.
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**Laparoscopic Solutions**

In March 2015 Multigate acquired Eisner®, a leader in re-usable laparoscopic instruments to complement our planned range of Cadence® single-use instruments. This partnership extends our customer’s ability to access best of breed solutions for all their laparoscopic surgery needs.

Multigate is also Australia’s leading supplier and manufacturer of custom procedure packs. The compact size, clear labelling, improved pack assembly and ingeniously designed components make the Multigate PrecisionPack® system the most advanced pack on the market.

Ask us about how you can incorporate Cadence® single-use instruments into your laparoscopic PrecisionPack® solutions.
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Scan the QR code above to watch our video or visit:

www.multigate.com.au/qr02

Find out more about PrecisionPack®:
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**Find out more about PrecisionPack®**
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**Multigate**

(02) 8718 2888

multigate.com.au/cadence